
TLec 12 Linear Approximation and Differentials

#Defimitions

Def. if fix, ys has both partial demivative defued at ca, b),
the linear approx is the plame:
LAx,y|= fla,b) + frca, b) (x-a) + fy la,b) (y -b)

Def: say that f is differentiable at
approximation is the tangent pave

formally, fixys is alferentiable at car, ba if:

Ca, b) if the livear Lie. diferentiable weans tangent

234143exist in every direction
they live in the same

fire,y) - L(X,Y) =0
dist (CK,y. (a,b))

Theores: If fr and fy exist and are continuenes at (a, b)
and 'f is diferentiable at carbs

Ex: fixy) s

contumores, but not differentiable

But consider the a=y direction, f(x)=

Notice both for and fy exist at 10,07, namely S$ =10,01
However, fx not continuous along yo. Simili for ly.
So linear approx exists but tangent lame doesn't

I = Ind « no derivative at C0,01

lim
(K, y) = Ca, b)

(x.y)*(0.02
(Kry) = (0, 0)

3 SI



#Diflerentiables

If fox, ys is deferentiable at la, by, then Ilk,y a fer,y)
Ex. approximate z=273 -y' at (11, 0.93 using linear approx. at 61, 11).
dz
Ex = 4%

= 1 +4(8-1) -2(y-1)
+(1.1,0.9) = 1 + 0.4 + 0.2 = 1.6

If a=fex-y's offerentiable, its differential at can b) is:
da = fala,b) de + fy ca, b) dy

differential for y=fes)
dy =fra)dx

* Diffenantiabilite da = Az

flIes) +da=

# Ex: appromating measurement error.
Suppose sides of rectange are 2, 3 with $0.2 in each dir.
Let doe be error in a andI dy be ernor in y. Then error in z=fex, y) is

# (Ifacabs da | + I fyca,b) dy 1)
= # (13.0.2) +12.0.21 ) = $ 1.0

dz = 48 dx - 2y dy.
At are =0.1, am =-0.1,f01.1.0.9)7

06 • A 2 20.6
1+0.6=1.6

.. How accurate is area?



Intuition

fla) at some y fly) at some o
• fx ifs

• Ifs dx|

Hide

V= TrIh
du = Itch dr + Tr? dh
Even # # 11 27-10.25.011 +1 11-107-0.21)= + 70T

dyl fy

Ex:
r = 1071

totalerror

h=25 $0.2


